A passion for safety and quality

The Ultimate Biorepository Freezer

Safety and quality are engrained in the fabric of our culture.
In addition, EMCOR’s Be There For Life, ZERO Accident
Program has helped EMCOR companies achieve safety
performance that is 5-to-10 times better than the national
average. That’s why you can rely on BES for consistently safe,
on-time project delivery.

A Superior Level of Flexibility and Reliability

Bahnson, Inc. is part of EMCOR Group, Inc.
Bahnson is a subsidiary of EMCOR Group, a Fortune 500®
company. We combine financial strength with unmatched
bonding capabilities and an award-winning industry-leading
safety program.
BES is your single source for today’s most advanced highvolume, ultra-low temperature chambers, as well as complete
maintenance, testing, parts and service. By understanding
and meeting your requirements, we provide superior protection for your most valuable research assets.

Bahnson Environmental Specialties’ low temperature freezers
give you high-performance operation, significant cost savings
and greater dependability than ever before.

What can we do for you?

What can we do for you?
Call: Margaret Stava
(562) 355-5859
margaret@biopharmequip.com
Visit: www.eschambers.com

Bahnson

Bahnson Environmental Specialties, LLC
4412 Tryon Road
Raleigh, NC 27606
www.eschambers.com

Environmental Specialties
An Equal Opportunity Employer
BES-130401

Low-Temperature Storage Freezers
Greater flexibility and reliability
Improved temperature control
Multiple ways to save

Bahnson Environmental Specialties
Working to make downtime a thing of the past

In today’s world, you know that designing, building, operating and maintaining biorepositories can be time consuming, challenging and costly.
Most biorepository facilities require a considerable number of refrigerators, freezers and ultra-lows which add to your costs and responsibilities. In addition to building systems, this large number of laboratory style, cold chain storage equipment adds to the amount of mechanical
and electrical systems to purchase, install, validate, maintain, calibrate, defrost and repair. Cold chain laboratory style equipment often
exhibits minimal energy efficiency and utilizes large building floor space, so you have to budget for expensive utility, space and other facility
charges. For all this effort, you can get wide temperature swings, poor temperature uniformity and slow temperature recoveries after door
openings or freezing product, and you have the ever present risk of equipment failure and product losses.

Bahnson Environmental Specialties (BES) offers a
better way with its Low-Temperature Walk-In (LTW).
This high-volume, multi-door vault has a chamber-within-a-chamber design that lets you store various materials at temperatures ranging from -70°C/94°F to -80°C/-112°F inside a single unit. You can
also combine multiple temperature storage zones,
most commonly done at temperatures of +4°C and
–20°C. All of this means significant space, equipment,
energy and maintenance savings.
Units Tailored to Your Specific Requirements
While the LTW is the most cost efficient choice for
high volume, low temperature storage, BES offers upright ultra-low freezers, too. They are manufactured
in a variety of shapes and sizes, giving you the flexibility to choose the units that best meet your needs.

Margaret Stava
562 355-5859
margaret@biopharmequip.com

Bahnson Freezers: The Best Alternatives
due to their Features & Benefits

Margaret Stava
562 355-5859
margaret@biopharmequip.com

The Best There Is

Electrical/Control System

Mechanical System

• Central cascade refrigeration system: 100% redundant, with

Single control center, multiple freezer management

Superior redundancy, superior reliability

All branch power, switching and control circuits for BES’s chambers
are contained within a single unit, so you can control multiple
freezers from one central location. For precise temperature control,
a highly accurate digital controller uses proportional-integral-derivative algorithms (not on-off control), while a BES microprocessor
board controls alarm settings, solenoid actions, system auto-switching, mechanical enabling and other parameters.

BES’s ultra-low temperature units have identical dual mechanical
systems. If a fault is detected in one system, operations automatically switch to the other. In addition, the dual mechanical systems
alternate regularly for even wear, increasing their life span and
giving you ongoing value. In the event of a mechanical system
power failure, the system cools with backup liquid nitrogen. And for
added reliability, a battery back-up unit powers the liquid nitrogen’s
injection valve and controls, significantly reducing downtime.

complete mechanical and liquid nitrogen backups for greater
reliability.
• “Energy-wise” inner doors let you open certain areas of the

chambers without changing temperature, humidity or light in
the rest of the chamber.
• Thermostatic expansion valves maintain precise temperature

control through varying load conditions.
• Single central control for multiple systems reduces equipment,

installation, maintenance and energy costs.
• Centralized storage location consolidates multiple high-volume

storage areas, virtually eliminating the need for weekly recorder
chart changes while saving laboratory space and expense.
• Industrial-grade refrigeration systems are easy to maintain.
• Dew point depression means less need for

continual defrosting.
• Heat is rejected outside the building via remote condensers or

through facility-cooling water systems, which cuts energy costs.
• Replaces the need for “freezer farms.”

• Sturdy long-life construction, increased product protection
T	 he ultra-lows’ grey enamel (or optional NEMA 4X stainless steel) enclosure features a heavy-duty insert section on the front with a Lexan door
and key lock. The controls, optional recorder and non-fade labeling can
withstand light spray down.
•O
 ptimum operation with maximum safety
	
The control panel is third-party listed to UL standards, while the internal
and external panel wiring meets all NEC code requirements.
• Multiple alarms, enhanced monitoring capability
	In addition to standard audible alarms, these units include solid-state
LED alarm and other highly visible panel-mounted indicators. For
temperature alarm limits, the devices incorporate standard dry contact
outputs, which you may request for other conditions as well.

• Uniform temperature control
Thermostatic expansion valves enable precise refrigerant metering, so
you always know your system is maintaining the temperatures you need.
• Designed for timely maintenance and service
	Central mechanical refrigeration skids serve multiple freezer vaults.
Though these skids are compact, they still have plenty of space
for maintenance. Because these units’ major components are not
hermetically sealed, they are readily accessible for servicing. Strategic
thermocoupling locations and conveniently placed display panels
make it easy to take important temperature readings. It all adds up
to optimum serviceability for continuously smooth operation and maximum reliability.

•Q
 uiet high-performance compressors reduce
energy consumption, maintenance costs
Our scroll compressors offer significant advantages over reciprocating
compressors. They use less energy, and they use non-CFC refrigerants
which is better for the environment. Super-high-efficiency oil separators
remove 99.9% of circulating oil for trouble-free compressor operation.
These compressors also have fewer moving parts, which means less
wear and fewer stress points. They are smaller, quieter and vibration
free, while offering higher performance coefficients. You get optimized
compressors that deliver significant energy efficiency and require less
maintenance.

The LTU: All the Features of the LTW in a Smaller Design
The Low-Temperature Upright (LTU) space-saving design offers
convenient front-door loading of over 64 cubic feet of materials in
separate compartments. You can configure multiple freezers in a
series, all run from a single, central control panel using redundant
mechanical refrigeration systems. These units are an excellent
choice for small-to-medium product loads, including small vials,
plates and storage racks.

Energy Efficiency &
Equipment Case Study

FEATURE

COMMERCIAL
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Ultra-Low Storage Space

1928 ft.3

1942 ft.3

Ultra-Low Chamber Quantity

80

1

Total Building Space / Footprint for All Chambers

962 ft.2

645 ft.2

Redundancy Levels

1 LN2

1 DX, 1 LN2

LN2 Dewars or Outdoor LN2 Tanks

80

1

Compressors (includes high and low stages)

160

6

Temperature Control Systems

80

2

Temperature Chart Recorders

80

1

Interface & Validation Points (monitoring and recording)

80

2

Power Supply Connection Points (controls and compressors)

80

5

Building Air Conditioning Cooling (1 ton = 12,000 BTUH)

18.1 tons

0 tons

Total Annual Energy Consumption for Chambers + Building AC Equipment

810,000 kWh

207,000 kWh

Total Annual CO2 Emissions Associated with Chambers + Building AC Equipment

937,000 lbs. CO2

239,000 lbs. CO2

OUR SERVICES

OUR MARKETS

--Pre-Sales Support

--Biotechnology/Healthcare

--Architectural Design

--Government

--Mechanical Design

--Industrial

--Electrical/Controls Design

--Pharmaceuticals

--Project Management

--Biorepositories

--Field Installation

--Agricultural Sciences

--Validation & Qualification

--Research & Development

--Preventive Maintenance &
Calibration

--Distribution Centers/
Warehousing

--Emergency Service & Repair
--Technical Support
--Parts Distribution

BES LTW system data considers outdoor air condensers, additional –20°C corridor cooling system, and redundant DX cooling systems.

Choose Bahnson Environmental Specialties for a significantly
lower chamber count, and building space reduction of 318 square
feet. That’s a 33% reduction!
Choose Bahnson Environmental Specialties for an annual reduction of 603,000 kWh in energy consumption and a corresponding
reduction of 699,000 lb. CO2 emissions.
That’s a 75% reduction!
The result is an economical, space-saving product line that
combines maximum capacity, multi-temperature uniformity with
energy efficiency and cost savings.
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